The Innovation Continues

DRAMATICALLY THINNER PROFILE

PROVEN DESIGN REDUCES MAJOR ERGONOMIC RISKS

- Reduces ulnar deviation
- Reduces pronation when used with an accessory kit
- Reduces wrist extension
- Reduces over-reach for any pointing device
- Reduces excessive force with low-force keys
- Reduces excessive repetition with driverless hot keys
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A flexible pivot tether connects both modules allowing an infinite range of splay and greatly reducing ulnar deviation.

The narrow footprint of only 15 3/8 inches wide provides for close placement of any pointing device, reducing over-reach issues.

Two Keyboards in One. Use for both office and travel.

**your comfort . . .**
- The only keyboard that adjusts to each individual’s unique body type from petite to large frame.
- Infinitely variable splay using pivot tether.
- Offers up to 9 inches of complete separation.

**your style . . .**
- Sleek, low profile design offers zero degree slope from front to back, reducing wrist extension.
- Narrow footprint allows close placement of any pointing device reducing over-reach.

**your choice . . .**
- Dramatically thinner design, suitable for both office and travel.
- Optional, interchangeable accessories satisfy diverse user needs and allow organizations to standardize on a single-source solution.
Multiple configurations in one modular product.

Simple, sturdy adjustment mechanisms. Intuitive to configure and use. Three optional accessories provide adjustable lateral tilt to reduce forearm pronation. Choose features with or without integrated palm supports, tent settings of 5, 10 and 15 degrees or more progressive settings between 20 and 90 degrees.

VIP3™ Accessory
V-lifter and Integrated Palm Supports.
- Attach easily to Freestyle2 Keyboard.
- Allows quick, reproducible slope settings of 5, 10 and 15 degrees.
- Ideal replacement for other complicated, unstable or hard-to-tent keyboards.
- Integrated, padded palm supports keep wrists neutral at rest.
- Use with or without pivot tether for greater separation.
- Provides a highly stable typing platform with no “bounce.”
- For individuals that require tenting, variable splay and/or separation with integrated palm supports.
- Freestyle2 keyboard sold separately.

V3™ Accessory
- Unlike the VIP3, the V3 does not use palm supports.
- The V3 V-lifters quickly and easily alternate the slope of the keyboard from 5, 10 and 15 degrees.
- Use with or without pivot tether for greater separation.
- For individuals that require tenting, variable splay and/or separation without integrated palm supports.
- Freestyle2 keyboard sold separately.

Ascent™ Accessory
- Two multi-angle tenting modules attach to underside of keying modules. Includes a linking plate which may be used to connect keying modules. Sturdy steel construction.
- Tenting angles may be independently set for each keying module 20 to 90 degrees, in 10 degree increments.
- Can be used in conjunction with the optional Freestyle2 palm supports, 20, 30 and 40 degree ranges.
- Freestyle2 keyboard sold separately.
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Freestyle2™ for Mac - black ............ KB800HMB-us
Length: 15 3/8”  Depth: 7 1/8”  Max Height: 3/4”  Weight 2 lbs
• 9” of complete separation
• Integrated 2-port USB hub
• Requires available USB port
• Compatible with Mac OS 8.6 and higher*

Freestyle2™ for Mac, 20” of separation - black ............ KB800HMB-us-20
• 20” of complete separation
• Same features as the standard version

VIP3™ Accessory - black ............ AC820-blk
1 set of right and left V-lifters, 1 set of right and left integrated palm supports, 1 set of replaceable, padded palm pads. Max Height at 15 degree slope: 2 7/8”; at 10 degree slope: 2 1/8”; at 5 degree slope: 1 1/2”  Weight: 1/2 lb

Freestyle2 keyboard for Mac with VIP3 Accessory Installed - black ............ KB820HMB-us

V3™ Accessory - black ............ AC730-blk
One set of right and left V3 lifters. Max Height at 15 degree slope: 2 7/8”; at 10 degree slope: 2 1/8”; at 5 degree slope: 1 1/2”  Weight: 2.68 oz.

Freestyle2 keyboard for Mac with V3 Accessory Installed - black ............ KB830HMB-us

Ascent™ Accessory - black ............ AC740-blk
One set of right and left tenting modules and linking plate. Weight: 4 lbs.

Palm Supports (1 pair) - black ............ AC806PS-blk
Palm supports attach easily to the front edge of the Freestyle2 keyboard, promoting neutral wrist posture. Palm pads included. Weight: 5.76 oz.

Replacement Palm Pads (1 pair) - black ............ AC700PP-blk
Replacement palm pads for the Freestyle2 palm supports.

Warranty
Two year limited warranty on keyboards & accessories.

* Driverless hot keys on left side only compatible with Mac operating systems. Special actions on function keys F3, F4 & F11 require OS X 10.4 or newer. Hot keys on F5 - F7 require the Apple keyboard update 1.1 or newer. If you have questions about hot keys, contact Kinesis Technical Support (tech@kinesis.com)